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Abstract

Given that not even 10% of clothing is sold online, apparel e-commerce faces
major challenges as opposed to traditional apparel shopping or e-commerce of
digital goods. Due to the constantly increasing online business, it is essential to
optimize the online apparel purchase process, for it to become more competitive.
Perceived product risk and return rates– for apparel– are exceptionally high.
Fitting and size uncertainty is the key reason to both purchase hesitance as well
as number of returns. In this study it is investigated whether fitting enabling
technologies (FETs) can benefit apparel e-commerce by making the purchase
process more efficient and solving the aforementioned complications. Focus here
is put onto three main fitting technologies: Fits.Me, UPcload and Virtusize. In
order to serve the study purpose, subjects of research included the classification
of apparel goods, the theory of perceived risk as well as technology acceptance.
The measures of the technological acceptance model (TAM) were used to
examine and evaluate the applications. These were ‘skills’, ‘perceived ease of
use’, ‘perceived enjoyment’, ‘perceived usefulness’ and ‘post-purchase
evaluation’. The method was based on a deductive approach, first examining
theory and then confirming results practically. A general online observation of
diverse (fitting) enabling technologies paired with extensive literature research of
accompanying topics, lead to the selection of three case technologies, which
could be tested and evaluated based on the components of the literature review.
Closing the gap between retailer and consumer in order to create purchase
process efficiency could be achieved. Purchase hesitance due to the inability of
physical examination of intangible apparel goods could be minimized through the
integration of FETs. The measures of the TAM were tested overall positively in
regard to the technologies in the e-tail context. The online apparel purchase
process had been aligned with the conventional buying procedure and
consequently generated the same benefits, allowing apparel e-commerce to
finally achieve competitive advantage, to potentially substitute traditional apparel
shopping and to eventually build upon a consistent and coherent international
size infrastructure.

Key Words

Perceived risk, apparel goods classification, technology acceptance model,
(fitting) enabling technologies, virtual fitting.
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1 Introduction

During the past years the Internet has grown importance both as a medium for
communication as well as a medium for distance trade and electronic commerce
(e-commerce). Next to e-mail traffic or other means of communication exchange,
online shopping has become an integral part of the Internet. Internet today, has
largely been identified as a compelling channel for business. (Çelik, 2011)
According to Kim and Kim (2004, p.883), “the Internet population has grown
tremendously since its opening to commercial traffic in 1991, and it has reached
approximately 176 million people, with 62 percent of Americans having Internet
access from the home or office. In Europe, it increased to about 108 million (50
percent) active Internet users by the end of 2001”. Its usage was found to have
been increasing by 275% per year ever since 2000. (Oracle Corporation, 2011)
Three out of four Germans have used the Internet for private purchases already
and these figures are likely to keep increasing. (Czajka and Mohr, 2009) While
the gender ratio is rather balanced with male buyers purchasing slightly more, as
of 2011. (bvh, 2011)

Even apparel e-commerce, whose purchase process had been defined as a very
risky undertaking (Kim and Forsythe, 2008), is becoming popular after all state
Kim and Kim (2004). As illustrated in figure one, in Germany (GER), clothing and
sports goods accounted for 55 percent of sales, generated online in 2009.

Fig.1 Goods and services for private use, purchased online in GER in 2009.
(Czajka and Mohr, 2009)

Nevertheless, it was found that not more than 10% of apparel is sold online
instead 50% of computers as well as 40% of books are sold online. Another
source proves the outcome to be similar: only 7% of total apparel is sold online
whereas 61% of book sales are generated on the Internet. (Hurst, 2012)
Together with this low sales share, exceptionally high product return rates persist
and consumers continue to be hesitant towards buying clothing online due to
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several reasons. (Beck 2000, Al-Shaalan 2012) Findings by the German
research institute, ‘ibi’, indicate that 40% of clothes bought online are returned.
(Hurst, 2012) After all, returns are extremely expensive and– in Germany– result
in tremendous costs of 600 million ! per year. (UPcload in rbb, 2011) According
to D+S europe AG (2009), it is essential to decrease returns to remain profitable.

In order for apparel e-commerce to ideally become a suitable alternative to
traditional apparel shopping, this thesis investigates the use of commercial fitting
technologies1. Three current applications are analyzed by their viability for both
e-tailers and consumers. Cai and Cude (2008) conclude that the challenge is to
balance expenses and benefits from retailers’ and consumers’ perspectives.
According to Mahony (2001), consumers are likely to value technologies, if online
retailers integrate them in a clever manner. After all, a system can only be
profitable or successful if it is fully adopted.

Even though a lot has been written about the benefits of e-commerce, the
clothing sector shows that some segment-specific obstacles still need to be
overcome in order for apparel e-commerce to potentially substitute traditional
shopping.

                                               
1 Commercial fitting technologies, working with real human/garment measurement

relations as opposed to artificially digitized 3D garment modeling, currently integrated
and used in apparel e-tail.
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2 Research

2.1. Topic
This thesis’ topic is ‘apparel e-commerce and fitting enabling technologies’. The
study intends to investigate the effect of fitting technologies on the overall
apparel sector’s efficiency.

2.2. Problem
Reason to conduct this research is the apparent and severe problem of apparel
e-tailing that– in terms of efficiency and profitability– lies far beyond its actual
potential in industry sector- as well as in sales channel comparison. Whereas
only 7% of clothing are sold online, 61% of books and 50% of computers are sold
on the Internet. (Hurst, 2012) In the retail sector, however, apparel performs
exceptionally well. In Germany, the apparel sector generated 16.1 billion ! in
2010. (BMWI, 2010) As a result, the aforementioned 7% online sales share
already mean substantial profit. It is therefore essential to make this extreme gap
of apparel retail and apparel e-commerce smaller by exploiting this major e-
commerce potential to eventually increase online-generated sales. Unlike other
e-commerce segments, apparel e-tail cannot seem to profit from conventional e-
commerce benefits, instead faces obstacles such as extremely high product risk
and as a consequence low conversion- and high return rates.

2.3. Purpose
To solve this problem of inefficiency, apparel e-commerce needs to benefit from
the same advantages other e-segments profit from– e.g. convenience, time
savings and speed of process– in order for it to eventually become a suitable
alternative to traditional apparel shopping. This thesis examines whether fitting
enabling technologies can aid in achieving online apparel purchase process
optimization, by generating the benefits above. It is assumed that once the
apparel online purchase process is as convenient as the traditional shopping
process, e-sales are likely to grow as well.

2.4. Question

How can fitting enabling technologies benefit the apparel e-business?
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3 Literature review

3.1. E-commerce

3.1.1. Introduction
Considering the benefits, e-commerce2 has generally been found to be an overall
time saving strategy with efficiency being most important. Alreck and Settle
(2002, p.26) agree, stating “ without the necessity to travel to and from a store
location or to browse within one or more stores, interactive shopping allows the
consumer to concentrate entirely on obtaining information and making a
purchase decision.”

The following characteristics– or relative advantages according to Kanttila
(2005)– allow the consumer to ultimately benefit from e-commerce as opposed to
traditional shopping. In figure two, an overview of these e-commerce benefits is
depicted.

Convenience

Speed of process

Ease of finding what I want

Time savings

Freedom from hassles

Latest information

Comparison shopping (price/product)

Variety of product/brand choice

24/7 opening times

International markets

Fig. 2 E-commerce benefits. (Czajka and Mohr 2009; Kanttila 2005; Çelik 2011)

3.1.2. Apparel e-commerce
For apparel e-commerce, however, these benefits do not hold true. (Cai and
Cude, 2008) The online purchase process of non-digital goods– i.e. apparel– is–
unlike that of digital goods i.e. books– of very complex nature. Complexity here
stands for difficulty, which again refers to a considerable lack of information and
significant time expenses. (Wood 2001; Alreck et al. 2009) As a result, the
process is very risky and inefficient.

In order to generate these benefits for apparel consumers as well, the overall
purchase process must be more efficient. Wolfinbarger and Gilly (2001, p.42)
argue “consumer behavior scholars have often defined convenience in terms of
saving time and effort, including physical and mental effort.” Wood (2001)
believes that consumers that are lacking information, face high product risk.
While Park and Kim (2003, p.18) say “… the unique benefits to the consumer are

                                               
2 ‘Regular’ or ‘conventional’ e-commerce in the further course of the thesis refers to e-
commerce of digital, tangible goods, as opposed to non-digital, apparel goods.
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in the performance of the online shopping transaction itself such as saved time,
increased convenience and reduced risk of dissatisfaction.”

To substitute traditional apparel shopping at all, the key strategic issue in apparel
e-tail hence is to decrease purchase complexity by increasing information and
decreasing time expenditure– therewith aligning the apparel online purchase
process with that of a ‘regular’ online purchase process or traditional shopping
process respectively. In order to enhance this purchase decision process of
consumers, retailers have already started to successfully apply diverse enabling
technologies such as picture zoom, 360° product view or consumer live chats.
(Mahony, 2001) According to Beck (2000, p.2), “studies have shown that the
introduction of interactive technologies leads to an increase in the average
purchase size, sometimes by as much as four times the industry average”, and
Hurst (2012) concludes that advancement comes through technology.

3.1.2.1. Retailer perspective
In the process optimization from retailers’ perspectives, it is essential to increase
the conversion rate on the one hand and to decrease the return rate on the other
in order to eventually increase profitability. (D+S europe AG, 2009) Whereas a
low conversion rate primarily seems to be concerned with high-perceived product
risk, the return rate seems mostly due to perceived product deficiencies
predominantly bad fit and/or wrong size. (Beck, 2000) Optimizing this process,
means closing this gap of pre- and post-purchase complications.

3.1.2.2. Consumer perspective
From a consumer perspective, there are two crucial decision-making steps within
the purchase process: the actual purchase-decision-making step and the
evaluation-decision-making step. One refers to the pre-purchase– and the other
to the post-purchase situation. (Cai and Cude, 2008) While in ‘regular’ e-
commerce or traditional shopping, these steps are considered one– a) there is no
need for a physical examination of the product, as the evaluation is not based on
tangible characteristics such as feel or fit, instead the decisive purchase factor
lies in the e.g. content or b) the physical evaluation– in the real as opposed to the
virtual world– leads to the purchase decision, as physical characteristics are
most crucial in regard to the purchase decision. In apparel e-commerce these
two steps are to be regarded as entirely separate acts, because the consumer
needs to base his online purchase decision on belief and can only evaluate this
purchase once it is delivered. Both of these steps are crucial to influence
consumers’ purchase behavior, as the consumer has complete decision power at
these moments hence, also influence upon time, therewith efficiency. It is
important to link real world purchase behavior with that of the computer-
generated, virtual reality. The entire purchase process is further referred to in the
chapter of ‘apparel goods’.

At this stage the consumers are likely to be especially sensitive to technological
support in order to speed up the process, because it is not possible to base the
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decision-making on actual physical examination. Consumers are often
challenged by making decisions quickly. (Nowlis, 1999) At this point, both
process perspectives need to be aligned. Beck (2000, p.1) summarizes by
arguing that these e-commerce complications require the integration of “powerful
solutions”.

3.1.3. Conclusion
It becomes clear that in order to optimize the apparel online purchase process–
transform it into a convenient alternative to conventional apparel shopping–
‘regular’ e-benefits must be realized in apparel e-commerce to the same effect.
FETs ideally function as these “powerful solutions”, capable of closing this gap
between retailers and consumers.

3.2. Theory of perceived Risk

3.2.1. Introduction
The concept of perceived risk was first introduced by Bauer in 1960 and has
been used to address diverse issues in consumer purchase behavior. Shopping
is regarded as a risky process due to consumers facing extreme product
uncertainty, believes Dai (2007). Garbarino and Strahilevitz (2004, p.768) define
perceived risk “to be a combination of the perception of the likelihood that
something will go wrong and the perception of the seriousness of the
consequences if it does”. And Mitchell (199, p.168) defined perceived risk as “a
subjectively-determined expectation of loss.” The theory of perceived risk in
online shopping is based on the same parameters. (Forsythe and Shi 2003) It
can therefore be applied to distance apparel shopping3 in the same manner as it
is to the process of physical shopping or distance shopping of digital goods. In
general, most researchers agree that perceived risk has a major impact on
consumers’ purchase behavior. The lower the perceived risk, the more likely a
purchase is (Garbarino and Strahilevitz 2004; Eggert 2006; Dai 2007; Shim et al.
2001)

3.2.2. Information and risk
The availability of information decides upon the perceived risk of online products.
The higher the degree of information, the lower the perceived risk with that
specific product.  As Jasper and Oulette (1994) additionally found, the inability to
inspect merchandize physically is a factor related to perceived risk and catalog
retailing. Products with a high physical value therefore suffer from e-
surroundings, because the information required for mitigating perceived risk is of
a sensory nature and cannot easily be provided online. Or like Eggert (2006,
p.553) put it: “product intangibility increases consumers' perception of risk.”

Access to information is most important in order to decrease perceived risk. Most

                                               
3 Distance shopping concerns all shopping channels, where the consumer is not able to

physically examine products when purchasing, such as catalog or telephone shopping.
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researchers (Cox and Rich 1964; Park and Stoel 2002; Jacobs and de Klerk
2007) agree on what Jasper and Oulette (1994, p.27) say: “anxiety produces
discomfort that the consumers want to eliminate; information acquisition is a risk-
reduction method that enables the consumer to reduce this discomfort.” Park and
Stoel (2002, p.160) further argue, “to reduce the amount of perceived risk,
information to decrease uncertainty and assess consequences should be
gathered. Information seeking and handling is a key component of the consumer
decision-making process and is largely concerned with decreasing perceptions of
risk.” As a result, it becomes obvious that information availability is a strategy,
seeking risk-reduction and– in e-commerce– has been found to positively affect
consumer satisfaction. (Jacobs and de Klerk 2007)

3.2.3. Different kinds of products and risk
According to Nelson (1970) there are two kinds of products to be differentiated
for consumers when seeking information: search and experience products. Klein
(1998, p.196) defined search goods as “those dominated by product attributes for
which full information can be acquired prior to purchase.” Experience goods on
the other hand, “are dominated by attributes that cannot be known until purchase
and use of the product or for which information search is more costly and/or
difficult than direct product experience.” Products can also be tangible or
intangible, with intangibility referring “to the total lack of perceptions of the
service's characteristics before they are performed.” Eggert (2006) and
Bhatnagar and Ghose (2002) distinguish product attributes to be tested prior to
or post-purchase. Recent studies, however, have come to further distinguish
products by digital and non-digital attributes. (Dai, 2007) This categorization is
based on whether the dominant product characteristics are digitally tangible.

3.2.4. Conclusion
In the virtual world, non-digital goods lead to a higher degree of perceived risk
than digital goods. In order to mitigate this product uncertainty, it is essential to
provide as much information as possible in order to present intangible products
as tangibly as possible. Apparel goods are therefore defined as non-digital,
intangible goods, facing a very high degree of risk, which needs to be
compensated by providing substantial product information.

3.3. Apparel goods classification

3.3.1. Introduction
As elaborated on before, apparel goods face special complications when sold
online. Due to the inability to physically examine garments, consumers associate
the online apparel purchase with high risk. (Park and Stoel 2002; Forsythe and
Shi 2003; Bhatnagar, Misra and Rao 2000; Kim and Damhorst 2010) As
expanded on at a later stage, apparel e-commerce benefits from enabling
technologies by being more detailed, hence realistically presented and by
providing far more product information to the consumer, as was the case without
the respective devices. In order to allocate correct strategies to apparel online
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retail, one must examine the very characteristics of clothing that are eventually
responsible for consumers’ purchase intentions.

3.3.2. Clothing choice criteria
Clothing goods are non-digital products due to their performance only being able
to be evaluated in the post-purchase stage. Clothing can further be broken down
to extrinsic and intrinsic criteria. Extrinsic criteria refer to rather factual
information i.e. price or brand (Reimer and Kuehn, 2005), whereas “intrinsic
product attributes are those that cannot be changed without altering the physical
characteristics of the product”, according to Kwan, Yeung and Au (2004, p.3). It
is thus important to provide the online consumer with these product criteria, as
depicted in figure three, in order to strengthen their decision as to purchase the
product– decrease risk by providing information. (Jacobs and de Klerk, 2007)

Fig.3 Clothing choice criteria. (Kwan, Yeung and Au, 2004)

 According to Golletz and Ogheden (2010) who consequently studied apparel
return criteria it becomes obvious that dissatisfaction with intrinsic apparel criteria
predominantly leads to product returns and therefore needs the most attention in
virtual surroundings.

3.3.3. Clothing return criteria
Park and Stoel (2002) find size, color and fit most important product-decision
criteria. Beck, (2000, p.2) defines “poor fit, bad drape, or unpleasant feel while
wearing the item, or surprise as to the color of the garment” to be return reasons.
And Jacobs and de Klerk (2007, p.49) state that, “unknown quality of products,
fitting, size, and originality of apparel can all be additional risks implied by the
type of product category purchased via the Internet.” Figure four illustrates the
most important apparel return criteria, summarized by Golletz and Ogheden
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(2010). Kim and Damhorst (2010) conclude ill-fitting garments to be return
reason number one.

Apparel return criteria

Long delivery process
Wrong product delivered
Material or product defect
Product did not fulfill expectations
Wrong fit
Wrong size
Different silhouette
Different colors
Different material

Fig.4 Clothing return criteria. (Golletz and Ogheden, 2010)

Figure five shows the results of an online survey with 165 respondents, which
defined ‘fit’ and ‘sizing’ to be the most important intrinsic apparel criteria,
supporting the findings above.

Fig. 5 Intrinsic product criteria. (thesistools.com)

Fit and size concerns are further also amongst the most important principles
according to apparel experts approached. (Thinnarat 2012; Kuehl 2012; Al-
Shaalan 2012; Winter 2012) Finally, Bye, Labat and Delong (2006, p.76) sum up:
“The key to consumer satisfaction is to understand sizing systems and ultimately
fit.”
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3.3.4. Online purchase process

Based on Beck’s (2000) work of “key strategic issues in online apparel retailing”,
the conventional purchase-decision process has slightly been adapted to
apparel, as illustrated on the right side below. According to Bohdanowicz and
Clamp (1994), the purchase-decision process is generally composed of three
phases, namely: pre-purchase, purchase and post-purchase phase. The online
apparel purchase process follows the same idea, is, however, composed of five
steps, which are depicted in figure six below. The conventional buying procedure
is slightly shorter, with only four steps.

E-commerce purchase process (digital
goods)

Apparel purchase process (non-digital
goods)

1 information search–
2 product selection–
3 purchase evaluation–
4 purchase decision–

1 information search–
2 product selection–
3 purchase hesitance–
4 purchase decision–
5 purchase evaluation–

Fig. 6 (Online) purchase process steps of non-digital and digital goods. (Beck,
2000; Hines and Bruce, 2007)

In order to make the virtual purchase process more efficient, thus to decrease
perceived risk prior to purchase and avoid product returns post purchase, the
actual physical product evaluation must be moved forward within the apparel
purchase process. This is due to the fact that– in apparel– the process step
‘fitting’ occurs post buying instead of the other way around. When expressing this
process in a more abstract manner, it can be summarized as ‘surfing, buying and
fitting’. The product evaluation occurs post buying as well and is thus more likely
to turn out negatively. The purchase-decision-making step must be aligned with
the post-purchase-evaluation step to decrease product risk and dissatisfaction
consequently. The process of ‘surf, buy and fit’ must thus ideally be transformed
into ‘surfing, fitting and then buying’. When moving the evaluation part– based on
the fitting of the product– further up the process, one can shorten the entire
supply chain, therewith fundamentally optimizing it. Based on publications of the
D+S europe AG (2009) and the German federal ministry for economy and
technology/ BMWI (2001)–, the average return rate– in Germany, lies between
40% and 60%. Adjusting this process is thus crucial to process optimization.

3.3.5. Apparel and risk
The limited physical access to non-digital products such as apparel goods in e-
commerce heavily increases perceived risk and poses a major challenge for the
respective e-tailer. Jacobs and de Klerk (2007, p.49) found that,“…consumers’
interaction with the product and their evaluation of the type of product are
important aspects of their decision to adopt the Internet for purchasing”. The
interaction with the product takes place on the website of the particular retailer.
But as Borlinghaus (2009, p.4) brought to a point: “The main pitfall of the Internet
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is that it cannot reproduce all our senses…” Non-digital products require special
attention when marketed online. “Many of the characteristics of a garment that
are pivotal to the consumer decision-making process– color, feel, and fit– are
difficult, if not impossible, to communicate virtually", conclude Hammond and
Kohler (2002).

Jacobs and de Klerk (2007, p.48) define what has been found by others as well:
“The inability to assess and evaluate apparel items physically through the
Internet is therefore one of the more significant risks that consumers may
experience in terms of online apparel purchasing.” Goldsmith and Goldsmith
(2002) consider online apparel sales to be a huge challenge. Traditionally,
apparel consumers assess and or evaluate their potential purchases offline
because it requires touch, feel and fit. (Park and Stoel 2005; Jacobs and de Klerk
2007; Dai 2007; Park, Lennon and Stoel 2005) It is essential to challenge this
exact problem by revising the process.

3.3.6. Conclusion
The more elaborate the purchase process, the more elaborate the decision-
making and the more likely the possibility to perceive risk. It can herewith be
concluded that non-digital goods such as apparel, require an adjusted purchase
process that moves product evaluation further up within the supply chain. By
allowing the consumer to physically evaluate the product prior to the actual online
purchase, major risk concerns could be diminished. In case of apparel, the most
important information is intrinsic and further narrowed down to fit and size. Key to
process optimization is thus the challenge to present intrinsic apparel purchase
criteria in a tangible manner. By aligning both purchase processes steps, e-
commerce could become a suitable alternative to conventional shopping and can
therewith further exploit market and segment potential.

3.4. Enabling technologies

3.4.1. Introduction
It has been introduced earlier that, due to the inability to examine the nature of
apparel online, it is widely argued that web features– nowadays– can
compensate upon this lack of physical contact towards the products.
(Khakimdjanova and Park 2005; Childers et al. 2002; Lee, Fiore and Kim 2006)
Kim and Forsythe (2008) positively researched electronic functions that allowed
consumers to have more detailed views upon products and their functions.

3.4.2. Different kinds of enabling technologies
In order to increase efficiency, the use of enabling technologies was previously
suggested. Functional web applications are tools or devices provided by an e-
tailer, allowing the consumer to examine and monitor products more precisely.
These applications can be of interactive, technical, sensory, explanatory or
suggestive nature and are supposed to convince the potential customer to
reduce his/her uncertainty as well as process time and to purchase eventually.
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Weitz (2010, p.363) believes that: “although only a limited number of electronic
retailers are employing these technologies for a few products, the use of these
image-enhancing technologies has increased conversion rates (the percentage
of consumers who buy the product after viewing it) and reduced returns”.

Internet research and industry professionals have identified the following
enabling apparel technologies from today’s point of view:

- 100% accurate product descriptions 
- product reviews 
- product/retailer live chats 
- garment combinations 
- color/texture combinations 
- “you might also like…”
- “garments you have viewed last time…”
- zoom technology 
- high-resolution pictures for color/texture accuracy 
- 3D technology 
- 360 degree rotation
- correct measurement specifications/size charts
- virtual runway (model filmed when wearing looks for drape)
- fit/size advice
- virtual mannequins
- virtual fitting rooms

(Al-Shaalan 2012; Assheuer 2012; Kuehl 2012; Thinnarat 2012; Winter 2012;
nelly.com, 2012; otto.de, 2012; fashionisland.se, 2012)

Considering the apparel purchase process, introduced earlier, two kinds of
technologies must be distinguished. Those technologies that primarily reduce
perceived risk by certain functions, such as product reviews or zoom possibilities,
and those technologies that physically interfere by aligning process steps through
integrating interactive functions such as virtual fitting possibilities. This distinction
refers to the difference of enabling technologies and fitting enabling technologies.
Enabling technologies are solely able to interfere in purchase process step
number three (purchase hesitance) by decreasing risk. These risk-decreasing
functions can only enhance the virtual product illustration by 360-degree rotation
or zoom functions. Fitting enabling technologies, however, are able to connect
process steps. This way the purchase-decision-making step and the evaluation
step are linked. The evaluation step was first based on the physical fitting of the
goods after the purchase was done and the goods sent to the consumer. Fitting
enabling technologies allow this step to be done virtually.

By equipping websites with the functions above, consumers should experience
the product examination process as securely as possible in order to be more
certain of the potential product choice. Lee, Fiore and Kim (2006, p.625)
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conclude: “therefore, a high level of IT may be useful for retailers because it
provides needed information for confidence in the evaluation of the online
product, resulting in enhanced willingness to purchase from the site.” Fitting
technologies go one step further, allowing the consumer to physically examine
the products, that is fit the garments prior to purchasing and therewith being
extremely efficient and reducing risk to a maximum.

3.4.2.1. Fitting enabling technologies
There are major differences amongst modern FETs.  Generally, they are to
support both apparel retailers and consumers in their respective functions within
the apparel supply chain with the ultimate goal of achieving process optimization.
Fitting enabling technologies are developed in order to improve processes from
either perspective. They must therefore be easily integrated as well as easily
adopted. Mehic (2007, p.33) concludes: “the visual quality and advisory functions
must be realized on a high level in order to reach broad user acceptance.” And
as concluded earlier, a technology can only be profitable if it is fully adopted.

3.4.3. TAM technological acceptance model
The technological acceptance model– TAM– today is used to examine the
suitability of virtual features and functions in regard to apparel e-commerce. It
was originally developed by F. Davis in 1989 in order to predict users’ potential
acceptance of distinct technologies. (Davis, 1989). Whereas it was initially used
to evaluate job performance, researcher Koufaris (2002) followed a more modern
approach and treated a web store as a technological system, applied TAM and
tested consumers’ usage of that site. Lee, Fiore and Kim (2006, p.622) are
further considering TAM to additionally be “helpful in explaining the positive
effects of IIT on consumers.” Nowadays, it can be used as a tool for predicting
users’ reactions towards technologies, according to Kim and Forsythe (2008).

3.4.3.1. TAM components
Most studies use the TAM in order to evaluate examinations by two main
measures: ‘perceived usefulness’ and ‘perceived ease of use’. (Davis 1989;
Masrom 2006; Lim and Ting 2012) Francis Davis (1989, p.320) defines these
TAM components as follows: “Perceived usefulness is defined here as the
degree to which a person believes that using a particular system would enhance
his or her job performance. Perceived ease of use, in contrast, refers to the
degree to which a person believes that using a particular system would be free of
effort.” Rather recent studies, conducted by Kim and Forsythe (2008) and
Dickinger, Aramai and Meyer (2008) additionally consider ‘perceived enjoyment’
(‘perceived entertainment`) to be a crucial component to TAM when evaluating
technologies by consumers’ attitudes towards them. Masrom (2006, p.2) finally
defines the TAM as “an intention-based model developed specifically for
explaining and/or predicting user acceptance of computer technology.”
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3.4.4. Conclusion
It becomes clear that enabling technologies could substantially support apparel
e-commerce in its development towards being perceived as a valuable
alternative to the traditional apparel purchase process, because they allow the
consumer to physically evaluate products– fit apparel– virtually. Fitting enabling
technologies– as process-improvement tools– could ultimately increase product
certainty as well as align different operations within the supply chain, by providing
intrinsic product information. This thesis uses the approach of the technology
acceptance model with slightly adapted measures to examine fitting enabling
technologies by usability and success eventually. Fitting enabling technologies
thus ideally allow the consumer to physically evaluate products– fit apparel–
virtually and therewith shorten the current apparel e-purchase process.
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4 Methodology

4.1. Research types
The thesis research followed a deductive approach in examining theory,
observing and confirming. The research can be divided into two phases:
explorative and confirmative.

4.1.1. Explorative phase
The first, explorative phase- secondary data collection- was based on extensive
online research as well as literature review in order to frame the thesis work
theoretically. Several fitting applications have been examined by their
technological approach, functionality and commercial integration. As a result,
three commercial applications have been selected for deeper analysis. This
decision was based on the attempt to choose serious, realistic fitting
technologies, instead of investigating artificial virtual garment modeling.
Furthermore, apparel expert interviews were conducted by sending out online
questionnaires in order to delimit as well as focus the research. Six experts have
responded and provided valuable input to the thesis work. All the experts fulfilled
different functions within the apparel supply chain. Additionally, an online survey
was set up, responded to by 165 people, to prove initial findings in a quantitative
manner.

A: Online research
In the online research phase several fitting applications have been researched
upon their suitability for commercial use. This research was entirely online based,
as the goal was to examine existing online (enabling) technologies, already
integrated. The most diverse technologies have been identified. Technologies for
‘realistic commercial use’ have then been defined as “commercial fitting
technologies, working with real human/garment measurement relations as
opposed to artificially digitized 3D garment modeling, currently integrated and
used in apparel e-tail.” This distinction had to be made in order to delimit the
amount of existing applications. Three technologies have finally been chosen for
a deeper case investigation: Fits.Me, UPcload and Virtusize.

B: Literature review
The literature review was strongly connected to the case selection and vice
versa. The topics e-commerce, apparel goods classification, perceived risk and
technology acceptance built the theoretical framework. As the research
technologies were to be very recent, not much targeted literature was found in
the first place. Based on the characteristics of the fitting technologies, the
literature had then been selected and the framework been created accordingly.

C: Apparel expert questionnaires
In order to gain further insight into both subject of research as well as theoretical
framework, apparel expert questionnaires had been conducted. These apparel
experts have elaborated on apparel e-commerce and shared interesting thoughts
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as well as actual industry experience, which could be transmitted in the work.
The interviews are referred to in appendix a in full length.

D: Online survey
To build on a quantitative base as well, questions regarding the theoretical
framework have been integrated into an online survey, responded to by 165
people over a period of three weeks. These 165 people were of different age,
gender, nationality and occupation.

4.1.2 Confirmative phase
The second, confirmative phase– primary data collection– aimed to both apply
and prove the theoretical frame. Three commercial fitting enabling technologies
were validated and selected for this thesis research. These FETs haven been
examined from two perspectives, that of consumers and that of companies, of
which both were equally important to the investigation. This was done by means
of online observation research as well as informant questionnaires. Four
informants have shared their insight and experience. Then, the fitting
technologies have been examined by different test persons. This was to prove
them by means of different predictors of commercial success or failure. Finally, 3
x 1 online surveys were published over a period of one week in order to get
additional results on a slightly bigger and objective scale.

E: Online observation
After having chosen Fits.Me, UPcload and Virtusize to be the technologies of
research, they have been examined in detail.

F: Informant questionnaires
The technology providers as well as e-tailers, hosting the applications, were then
approached to gain primary data and information. In the end, four respondents
shared valuable thoughts and facts. The interviews are referred to in appendix b
in full length.

G: Test
To integrate the consumer component perspective, the technologies have been
tested by nine different people both female and male. Components of the testing
were ‘technology’, ‘type of apparel’, ‘proposed size’ (chosen size), ‘actual size’
and ‘final size’ (correct size). The proposed size was the size the tested system
suggested and the size the consumer has chosen. The actual size was the actual
size of the consumer in that type of apparel in general and the final size was the
correct size the consumer had in that specifically tested piece of clothing. Results
were either correct or false based on the previously explained size approach.
The letter ‘O’ in the result column refers to the positive intervention of the
technology, meaning the consumer has gotten a directed size proposal and
would have chosen the wrong one without the application. Fits.Me has been
assessed by five male contestants, each examining the same shirt. UPcload has
been inspected by two male contestants, each examining two tops. Finally,
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Virtusize has been investigated by two female and two male candidates, testing
four female bottoms and four female tops, as well as, two male participants,
examining three male bottoms and two male tops. As a result, 22 apparel pieces
have overall been examined.

H: Online survey (3 x 1)
Finally, an online survey for each technology was set up and published in order
to prove and compare the results on a bigger scale. The surveys were available
for a period of 1,5 weeks and responded to by a) 17, b) 11 and c) 21 contestants.
Every questionnaire contained the same core questions with slight adaptations
due to the differences in technologies. The questions were based on the
theoretical framework and subdivided into the five measures of the technological
acceptance model, namely perceived ease of use, perceived enjoyment,
perceived usefulness and skills. Every measure contained four questions with
one exception: the component ‘skills’ in the Fits.Me questionnaire only contained
two questions. All answers had to be given in form of mean values with 1 being
‘likely’ or ‘very’ and 5 ‘unlikely’ or ‘not very’. Per component an overall mean
value was then calculated in order to generate a clear and instant overview of the
results. A ‘1’ in ‘perceived usefulness’ would mean that the examined technology
is perceived as very useful, whereas a ‘5’ would mean the opposite. In order to
additionally provide result trends, percentages have been calculated as well. The
amount of respondents has been related to the questions and their distinct
answers. Conclusions such as ‘76% of the respondents answered question
number one with 3=neutral’ could then be drawn and serve as ‘statement
enhancers’. The questions have finally been answered by myself as well in order
to understand the results in relation. The test results are referred to in appendix
c.

As a result, this thesis is based on a top-down approach, which ensured a firm
base for building research on and then narrowing it down to a specific outcome.
Both primary data and secondary data as well as quantitative and qualitative
methods and results were used for building this thesis work on.
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5 Results

5.1. Introduction
In the following, all results will be presented divided by technology affiliation. The
results are further split by method. Firstly, the online observation results are
presented, secondly the testing results and finally those of the online surveys.

5.2. Fits.Me
Online research and observation

Fits.Me (2012) is an Estonian technology (2009) that developed “a shape-shifting
robot mannequin” and according to their own website is “solving the largest
problems for online retailers. It is enabling the sale, reducing returns and
increasing revenue.” Fits.Me provides a technology that simulates a male human
upper body, illustrated in figure seven. This computer-animated torso can take on
five different measurements and therefore adapt to and personate different kinds
of upper bodies. Once the consumer provided the program with the
measurements, the body takes on one’s size and demonstrates how the
respective garment in the respective size fits the self-generated body. Fits.Me, so
far, only launched a male version yet– the female, however, is in the making.
Additionally, only the upper part of the body has been developed so far. Bottoms
such a pants or shorts can therefore not be simulated. The consumer is required
to measure him-/herself and feed the program with these indications. As a result,
the technology illustrates how the garments fit the animated torso and proposes
potentially fitting sizes– possibly up to five. Assuming the customer wears size
small, extra large, according to the system, might fit, too. As of today, eight
retailers have integrated Fits.me, however, each with limitations referring to
assortment structure.

Fig. 7 Shape robot, Fits.Me. (robotliving.com)
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Test
Fits.Me has been tested by five male candidates, of which all five tested the
same casual shirt on the website of German e-tailer ‘Otto’, shown in table one
below. Two of five candidates were given a wrong size proposal.

Technology Type of
apparel

Proposed
size

(chosen)

Actual size Final size
(correct)

Result

Fits.Me Male top 1 M/L/XL L L

Male top 2 M/L/XL L L

Male top 3 S/M/L/XL L L

Male top 4 S/M/L/XL L L X

Male top 5 M/L/XL XL XL X

2/5

Table 1 Fits.Me test results.

Online survey
The Fits.me survey was answered by 17 respondents and delivered the mean
values, shown in table two.

Fits.Me Online survey result Personal result

Skills 2 2

PEOU 3 3

PE 3 3

PU 4 4

PPE 3,5 3,5

Table 2 Fits.Me survey results.
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Corresponding to these mean values are the consumer impressions of Fits.Me,
presented in percentages.

Skills

- 70,6% are (very) skilled, using web technologies.
- 82% are (very) able to follow given instructions.
- 53% are fairly skilled, taking measurements.

- 53% are barely able to measure themselves correctly.

Perceived ease of use

- For 76,5% it is most likely that the use of Fits.Me would be easy for them.
- For 88% the interaction with Fits.Me is clear.
- For 65% it would be easy to become skillful at using Fits.Me.

- 88% find Fits.Me rather easy to use.

Perceived enjoyment

- 94% found their utilization of Fits.Me rather interesting.
- 65% found their utilization of Fits.Me fairly enjoyable.
- 59% found their utilization of Fits.Me fairly exciting.

- 88% found their utilization of Fits.Me rather fun.

Perceived usefulness

- 77% found that using Fits.Me fairly improved their shopping performance.
- 82% found that using Fits.Me fairly improved their shopping effectiveness.
- 59% found that using Fits.Me did not decrease their perceived risk too much.

- 53% found using Fits.Me not so useful.

Post-purchase evaluation

- 88% were fairly satisfied with the result.
- 82% were fairly likely to use Fits.Me again.
- 88% found that using Fits.Me did not help them much in their purchase

decision.
- 88% were not likely to recommend Fits.Me.

5.3. UPcload
Online research and observation

UPcload is a German virtual fitting technology, recently launched (2012). The
program works as follows: one allows the system to use ones own web cam. Via
this web cam UPcload scans ones body. These body measurements– a total of
21– are understood by means of holding a CD in front of your body. The program
calculates personal measurements on base of the body relating to the size of the
CD. Ten minutes are needed to feed the system. The measurements are then
saved in an account, which one can access at every compatible retailer at any
purchase in order to get one’s garment size proposal along with personal
preferences. Only two retailers launched the technology yet, however, more are
in development. The two retailers currently using UPcload only distribute upper
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garments. Yet, as opposed to Fits.Me, UPcload allows advise for garments other
than tops, in this case the limitation is due to the retailers only selling tops.
(workaholic.bigcartel.com, upcload.com)

Fig. 8 Scanning process, UPcload. (gizmodo.com)

Informant questionnaires
“UPcload is online since a couple of months at Berlin-based label ‘Workaholic’.
We are also integrated at the Humboldt-Store (University) and will continue to
integrate the program with other stores during the next weeks.” UPcload can be
used for both male and female styles as well as tops and bottoms. However, the
amount of styles available is currently still very limited. Carolin Kamenz,
executive of workaholic fashion GbR, reports that so far “40 styles can be tested
with UPcload”. Kamenz (2012) “On top of that we will expand our test phase in
the United States with ‘The North Face’. From the beta-phase with these partners
we already gained valuable results: the conversion rate can be increased by 20%
when using UPcload. Plus, 95% of the users successfully run through the
process and 80% of which describe the process to be an experience. We hope to
prove these figures on bigger cases as well. In summer we will launch the
program at one of the biggest online retailers, however, are not allowed to
publish the name yet.” (Poralla, S., 2012)

Test
UPcload has been tested by one male contestant. Two t-shirts and two
sweatshirts were examined, shown in table three below. The candidate has
gotten no wrong size proposal.
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Technology Type of
apparel

Proposed
size

(chosen)

Actual size Final size
(correct)

Result

UPcload Male top 1 M S M O

Male top 2 M S M O

Male top 3 M M M

Male top 4 L L L X

0/4

Table 3 UPcload test results.

Online survey
The UPcload survey was answered by 11 respondents and delivered the mean
values, shown in table four below.

UPcload Online survey result Personal result

Skills 2,5 2

PEOU 2,5 3

PE 2,5 2

PU 2 2,5

PPE 2 2,5

Table 4 UPcload survey results.

Corresponding to these mean values are the consumer impressions of UPcload,
presented in percentages.

Skills
- 64% are fairly skilled, using web technologies.

- 55% are able to follow given instructions.

Perceived ease of use

- For 55% it is rather likely that the use of UPcload would be easy for them.
- For 91% the interaction with UPcload is fairly clear.
- For 55% it would be rather easy to become skillful at using UPcload.

- 82% find UPcload fairly easy to use.

Perceived enjoyment

- 82% found their utilization of UPcload rather interesting.
- 91% found their utilization of UPcload rather enjoyable.
- 73% found their utilization of UPcload rather exciting.

- 91% found their utilization of UPcload rather fun.
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Perceived usefulness
- 82% found that using UPcload fairly improved their shopping performance.

- 73% found that using UPcload improved their shopping effectiveness.
- 73% found that using UPcload did decrease their perceived risk.
- 73% found using UPcload useful.

Post-purchase evaluation
- 82% were overall satisfied with the result.

- 3% were fairly likely to use UPcload again.
- 63% found that using UPcload did help them in their purchase decision.
- 73% were fairly likely to recommend UPcload.

5.4. Virtusize
Online research and observation

Virtusize is a rather simplistic technology based on product comparison and was
founded (2010) and developed in Sweden. Virtusize is fed with the exact
measurements of potential garments by the retailer and makes the consumer
enter the measurements of his/her reference-garments. Reference garments are
clothes of similar style that are taken in order to compare them with those of the
retailers`. This way the program can provide the consumer with a fit and size
suggestion. The measurements are saved in a personal account and one can
access that with every retailer compatible with Virtusize. The procedure of how to
measure is clearly indicated in the program and illustrated in figure nine below.
(nelly.com, 2012; virtusize.com, 2012)

Fig. 9 Measurement of reference garment, Virtusize. (virtusize.com)

Informant questionnaires
Virtusize was also developed in order to “get a better understanding of size and
fit for clothes sold online” with the intention to become “the global standard for
size and fit”, according to co-founder Tunhammar (2012). The installation is
rather quick and the only apparent challenge for retailers is to provide the
Virtusize team with measurements. As of today, Tunhammar sums up: “among
our registered users the size and fit related return rate is between 5-7%. In
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December the return rate at ‘Nelly’ was 50% lower for the customers who used
Virtusize. 20% of customers who use Virtusize (creates at least one garment)
end up buying.” (Tunhammar, 2012)

‘Fashionisland’ uses Virtusize since fall 2011. The company is very satisfied with
the technology so far and can use it very well due to selling about 1.440 pieces in
average ranging from size small to extra large. The integration of Virtusize takes
approximately three weeks, according to Eklöf (2012) He claims: “one of the
biggest problems with (selling) clothes online is that people aren’t sure about
which sizes to get. This is a great tool– and a groundbreaking step– that in time
will eradicate that problem.” (Eklöf, 2012) Virtusize can be used for male and
female styles and there are no restrictions in terms of use.
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Test
The program has been tested by three persons– two female, one male. All
contestants visited online retailer ‘Nelly’ in order to conduct the examination.
Overall, seven bottoms and six tops have been examined. These clothing styles
varied in fit and style and were either rather loose or rather tight-fitting as well as
either short or long. The test results are presented in table five below. As a result,
two of 13 garments were given a wrong size proposal.

Technology Type of
apparel

Proposed
size

(chosen)

Actual size Final size
(correct)

Result

Virtusize Female
bottom 1

Medium Medium Medium

Female
bottom 2

Medium Large Large X

Female
bottom 3

Large Large Large

Female top
1

Large Large Large

Female top
2

Medium Large Medium O

Female
bottom 1b

Small Small Small

Female top
1b

Small Small Small

Female top
2b

X-small Small Small X

Male
bottom 1

X-large Large X-large O

Male
bottom 2

Large Medium Large O

Male
bottom 3

Large Medium Large O

Male top 1 Large X-large Large O

Male top 2 X-large X-large X-large

2/13

Table 5 Virtusize test results.
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Online survey
The Virtusize survey was answered by 21 respondents and delivered the mean
values, shown in table six below.

Virtusize Online survey result Personal result

Skills 2 2

PEOU 2 1

PE 1,5 2

PU 1,5 2

PPE 1,5 2

Table 6 Virtusize survey results.

Corresponding to these mean values are the consumer impressions of Virtusize,
presented in percentages.

Skills
- 71% are (very) skilled, using web technologies.

- 71% are (very) able to follow given instructions.
- 57% are fairly skilled, taking measurements.
- 67% are fairly able to measure garments correctly.

Perceived ease of use
- For 52% it is rather likely that the use of Virtusize would be easy for them.

- For 52% the interaction with Virtusize is rather clear.
- For 57% it would be easy to become skillful at using Virtusize.
- 76% find Virtusize easy to use.

Perceived enjoyment
- 76% found their utilization of Virtusize interesting.

- 81% found their utilization of Virtusize enjoyable.
- 76% found their utilization of Virtusize exciting.
- 81% found their utilization of Virtusize fun.

Perceived usefulness
- 76% found that using Virtusize improved their shopping performance.

- 71% found that using Virtusize improved their shopping effectiveness.
- 86% found that using Virtusize did decrease their perceived risk.
- 81% found using Virtusize useful.

Post-purchase evaluation
- 76% were satisfied with the result.
- 76% were likely to use Virtusize again.

- 76% found that using Virtusize did help them in their purchase decision.
- 76% were likely to recommend Virtusize.
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5.5. Conclusion
As a result of the overall test examination, four out of 22 styles were given a
wrong proposal (18,2%) and seven out of 22 styles were given a corrected size
advice (31,8%). The three systems positively influenced the purchase process
from consumers’ perspectives. A direct comparison of all conducted findings
shows that Virtusize’s overall results are evaluated most positively.
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6 Discussion

6.1. Introduction
The major difference among the systems is the differentiation of virtual fitting
technologies by virtual try-ons and virtual advice. Virtual try-ons are based on
three-dimensional systems that virtually simulate the actual apparel fitting
process. Virtual advice, on the other hand, is based on a two-dimensional
comparison of measurement specifications. Furthermore, two approaches
towards virtual fitting have been identified. One takes the human being as a
reference, whereas the other bases the fitting procedure on measuring objects.

6.2. E-tailing

6.2.1. Fits.Me
Fits.Me is a virtual try-on program simulated by a “shape-shifting robot”. (Fits.Me,
2012) CEO of Fits.me, Heikki Haldre, states (linkedin.com, 2012): “For clothing,
the main reason for returns is the size. The reasons for returning the garments
are: 60-70% the wrong size; 15% feel of the fabric, 3-4% the color was not as
expected. The average return rate in the US and UK for apparel is 25%, in
Germany it’s 40%.” Fits.Me claims to increase retailers’ sales by 57% and at the
same time reduce returns and costs. Internal sources (Fits.Me, 2011) detected
that 66% of people “won’t buy without knowing which size fits”. German retailer
Quelle noted a 28% decrease in returns from customers who utilized the Fits.Me
model against those who did not, according to an article by Internet Retailer.
(Phillips, 2011)

The fitting process as such is rather easy and the indications very clear. 88% find
Fits.me rather easy to use. However, it is required that the contestant measures
himself, which is perceived as rather difficult, as 53% indicate. Therefore it is of
advantage if a third person takes over the measuring in order for it to be done
correctly. This poses the first challenge to the use of the system.

As mentioned in the result chapter, the system can suggest up to five different
sizes as potential options. This is not a realistic proposal report 53%, as there is
no clear size suggestion. The reason to use Fits.me in the first place is to get a
size advice that is as precise as possible in order to decrease risk when
purchasing apparel online. Yet, in the worst case the program calculates for you
to be fitting size extra small as well as size extra extra large. It is impossible to be
guessing the right size, once a test person is not familiar with his actual garment
or brand-related size.

Furthermore, Fits.Me only works for male upper bodies. So far, female apparel
purchasers are excluded from using the program, which is another major
disadvantage, as in apparel e-commerce it is crucial to target both genders. The
female counter version, however, is pronounced to be in the making. On top of
that, the fitting solution is only available with a limited amount of styles online.
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The actual torso is capable of changing into 200.000 different shapes and

proportions. (softwaresolutions.fibre2fashion.com) From a retailer’s point of view,
this is highly complicated, considering the amount of styles to be pre-fitted on the
mannequin in every potential shape. Yet, the technology as such is very
advanced and can truly benefit virtual 3D shaping, as the robot is able to morph
into 100.000 shapes.

From a customer’s point of view, it turns out to be yet too limited and inaccurate.
The system can provide a customer with up to five possible sizes for each style,
which is not advisable anymore. Contestants trying Fits.Me were generally skilled
in coping with technology (71%) as well as taking measurements.

One does not have to have major technological or measurement skills in order to
use the program. The ease of use as well as enjoyment are perceived to be
moderate. Two out of five garments received a wrong size proposal, as found by
the test results. This result does not even reflect upon reality because two
contestants only chose the right size based on their beliefs and what they
considered their actual sizes, and not based on Fits.Me. This again seems to be
co-incidence, too, as “the regular customer has no idea what fits them best”,
according to industry expert, Ines Kühl. (Kuehl, 2012). The use is limited to male
consumers so far and only a limited amount of garments can be fitted. Fits.Me is
perceived as little useful and the post-purchase evaluation is overall rather
negative.

6.2.2. UPcload
UPcload is a virtual fitting program providing fitting advice based on human
measurements. The use of UPcload is slightly more complicated, however, not
necessarily more difficult. UPcload’s size proposals are based on a scanning
process that the consumer pursues him-/herself via a computer web-cam. The
scanning process is not running flawlessly with problems occurring such as CD
reading mistakes. As a result, the overall process takes a bit longer than the
proposed ten minutes. The extensive measurements (21) are very precise after
all and are remembered by the system in form of a personal user account.
According to Ines Kühl, (Kuehl, 2012) body scanning is the best solution in
respect to taking body measurements, as all indications are substantially
important. But, the system is not used widely yet. Additionally, the two retailers
using it are extremely small and also only offer a very limited amount of styles.

UPcload allows the consumer to fit loose as well as tight clothing. In the end,
UPcload– successfully– gives advice (considering preferences such as “loose,
snug or just right”) on how the different sizes will fit one personally, as found by
the study. No garment received a wrong proposal. This result, however, is most
probably this successful due to the fact that 65% of candidates using the
program were skilled in coping with technology and, the system allows males and
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females to use it. Furthermore the current retailers using UPcload predominantly
sell very allowing garments such as t-shirts and loosely fitting sweatshirts.

All kinds and styles of garments can possibly be fitted and UPcload is perceived
as both easy to use as well as useful. Even though the current results are limited,
as UPcload is only launched at two small retailers, the system has potential.
UPcload listed a 20% increase in sales with 80% of users enjoying the process
based on a test phase, according to Poralla (2012) and the testing as well as
online survey results are overall very positive as well. The average mean value of
the survey responses is 2,5, which shows that UPcload does have an impact on
the consumer. If the technology was integrated at more retailers, it could most
definitely generate bigger profits for other retailers as much as be of more
intensive use to the consumer.

6.2.3. Virtusize
Virtusize is also an advisory virtual fitting technology, however, based on
measurements of garments as opposed to human bodies. The advantage of
Virtusize is simplicity. Unlike the previous systems, the approach of giving fit
advice here is based on a reference garment. The overall process of feeding the
system is very easy and requires little time. Every garment can be saved online
and always be used as a comparison tool by accessing one’s personal account.
Virtusize is already integrated at seven major e-tailers and therefore to a high
degree commercially attractive as well as successful. Per retailer, almost entire
collections are available to be chosen from with the help of the fitting tool.
However, when searching for rather difficult styles such as tight-fitting pants, one
must take a reference garment that is extremely similar to the chosen one in
order to receive a successful result. This is due to fabric, fit and proportion
reasons. Only two of thirteen garments received a wrong test proposal.

Test persons having used Virtusize were generally skilled with technology as well
as measuring. Furthermore, they were thinking ahead in taking very similar
reference garments, which possibly decreased negative outcomes. Virtusize can
be used by both male and female contestants and– due to its garment
comparison approach– for almost all kinds of styles. It is also perceived as easy
to be used (76%) as well as useful (81%) and has gotten an overall positive
evaluation. Virtusize registered a 50% lower return rate at ‘Nelly’ as well as an
increase in conversion rate (20% that use, end up buying), according to
Tunhammar. (Tunhammar, 2012)
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Measures/ Mean
values

Fits.Me UPcload Virtusize

Skills 2 2 2

PEOU 3 2,5 1,5

PE 3 2 1,5

PU 4 2,5 1,5

P-PE 3,5 2,5 1,5

Table 7 Survey results combined.

Judging by the results, illustrated in table number five, it seems that UPcload and
Virtusize are the more viable solutions in terms of system usage and integration
in the e-tail context.
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6.3. Inter- (national) FET context

6.3.1. Germany
As mentioned in the introduction, in Germany, the online apparel return rate is
especially high, as online consumers typically don’t have to pay for returning
products. This roots in the history of catalog shopping. (The Guardian, 2011)

Given the fact that clothing and sports goods are the second biggest online
segment in terms of sales, it becomes obvious just how crucial online process
optimization is in this country. It is essential to decrease the return rate for
businesses to remain competitive at all. Especially, when return barriers are
almost inexistent, a need arises to pre-solve this matter. A successful fitting
enabling technology seems to be just the answer. By providing the consumer
with a solution within the decision-making process, retailers prevent both
potential loss of money as well as potential dissatisfaction, possibly resulting in
lost loyalty. The consumer does not need to order three different sizes in order to
keep one and return two, but purchases the right size in the first place.

Furthermore, most German apparel e-tailers require tailored solutions to this
problem due to their company size. Tailored in the sense of the technology
having to cope with the size of the company and the amount of styles– either
big/many or small/few– by maintaining the overall cost-benefit ratio. As a result, a
country like Germany– that records extraordinary costs– 600 Mio !, generated
through returns– could turn an entire sector around with such fitting technologies
without directly affecting consumer behavior in e.g. altering return policies. Fitting
applications can thus further be of special economic value in return-driven
countries.

6.3.2. International sizing standardization
By integrating the technology at one retailer, available brands could start aligning
their sizing systems as well. This way, size-related complications could be
essentially minimized. Differences in sizing, such as using different indications,
e.g. numbering or letters (36/xs) or grading steps could be solved. Since the
technologies should ideally be integrated at several retailers at once, they could
eventually merge different national and brand-specific size systems into one and
create an international sizing standardization. As a result, fitting enabling
technologies could also provide the basis for an international sizing system,
allowing for comparing shopping beyond retailers’ or even national borders.

It appears that UPcload and Virtusize are the more effective fitting solutions in
the e-tail context. This is due to their simplistic nature, combining feasibility and
practical as well as successful results. In this threefold scheme it became
obvious that virtual fitting solutions for e-tailers must not be complex. The easier
the solutions are to be adopted, the more likely they are to be used. When opting
for size and fit improvement from consumers’ perspectives, the results of this
study indicate that a simple and correct size/fit suggestion is more appreciated,
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than three-dimensional garment modeling. Furthermore, both genders should
ideally be considered and the systems be available at as many retailers as
possible. As a result, fitting enabling technologies in e-tail should not be highly
technical but practical instead.

The fact that the Fits.Me application has performed poorly in this study is
probably due to its technical complexity as much as non-transparent results.
However, the technology as such is very detailed and seems useful after all–
although not necessarily in the e-tail background.

6.4. E-tailoring
Even though the subject e-tailoring has not been addressed in this study as such
yet, it is the logical consequence of prior research and subsequent results. The
case selection was based on the fact that fitting enabling technologies originally
did not aim to connect with customized clothing– instead aimed to purely
constitute a virtual fitting room. Based on providing size advice and increasing fit
security within the width of retailers’ online assortments of international brands
targeting both men and women, the technologies were to bring clarity.

Fits.Me has been reconsidered in another context– the context of e-tailoring. E-
tailors are online tailors that create and produce garments by means of
consumers’ individual measurements– on basis of standardized patterns or even
entirely customized. Either way, tailors should be provided with their customers’
measurements. Here, fitting enabling technologies could have an impact as well.

While UPcload with its body-scanning technology could benefit this market
segment by easing the process of measuring, Fits.Me could become essentially
interesting when presenting the selected garments, shapes or patterns three-
dimensionally online. As it takes time to simulate every item in every shape, a
niche segment–such as tailoring– now fits the use of Fits.Me far better than a
small- or large-scale retailer, aiming to sell a lot or little of different products from
a lot of or few different brands, it seems.

The approach enables consumers to view their bodies virtually, wearing the
respective piece of clothing. In this respect fitting enabling technologies could
additionally generate a customized sizing framework. Whereas the technologies
were initially tested in the e-tailing context, the e-tailoring segment could benefit
as well– given technologies perform as three-dimensional garment illustrators.
(tailorstore.se, atc.gr) Condition in e-tailoring is to virtually provide ultimate fit by
customizing clothing. Diverse individuals are catered to with their distinct styles
and measurements. Three-dimensional garment modeling in this case allows the
exact virtual demonstration and therewith might cut down on costs in sampling
and pattern making. The major difference is that e-tailoring is about garment
production and sales, while e-tailing is concerned with sales only. As a result, it is
assumed that– in a customized sales context– complex 3D technologies are of
major advantage.
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6.5. Conclusion
Technologies behave profoundly different when examined in different contexts. In
the following chapter, the discussion will be summarized.
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7 Conclusion

How could fitting enabling technologies benefit the apparel e-business?

7.1. E-tailing
With the applications, the process of ‘surf, buy and fit’ might be transformed into
‘surf, fit and buy’. In the beginning of this study it was explained that the
difference of the apparel online shopping and traditional apparel shopping differ
in their purchase process. In traditional apparel shopping, the consumer is able
to fit garments prior to purchasing them, which is not the case in apparel online
shopping. Fitting enabling technologies allow the consumer to fit garments
virtually prior to purchasing them, therewith aligning the respective purchase
steps.

With the integration of such a FET, the consumer can actually purchase apparel
from the e-tailer 24/7 with the same conditions he/she would find offline. This is
convenient, creates major time savings and above all, means competitive
advantage over traditional shopping. Firstly, the applications convey the most
important, intrinsic clothing choice criteria fit and size and– as a consequence–
they decrease clothing return criteria by merging the purchase process steps
through the actual fitting technology. FETs therefore allow apparel e-commerce
to possibly substitute the process of physical shopping by considering consumer
as well as retailer perspective.

Especially in countries like Germany, where the product return process is free of
charge for consumers, retailers as much as the entire apparel sector could
benefit enormously from such technologies- first and foremost in a financial
aspect. FETs might be able to decrease costs to a great extent without actually
interfering with traditional trade, return policies or consumer behavior.

In the end, the applications might also serve as potential solutions for merging
diverse size systems and brands’ size differences as well. Due to the fact that
they come into action at one distinct retailer– providing different brands, hence
size systems already– they might be able to align the sizing standards within the
width of brands available. As the technologies are ideally integrated at as many
retailers as possible, they might further align systems beyond national borders.

7.2. E-tailoring
Fitting applications might also benefit e-tailoring, yet another market segment.
Photographing clothing styles in all kinds of different body shapes on a robot
could ideally be used for virtually tailoring customized clothing onto different
shapes. In the retail context Fits.Me– due to several test limitations– did not work
very well. However, in e-tailoring it might serve the purpose of presenting and
fitting customized clothing, shapes or patterns.
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As it takes time to simulate every item in every shape, a niche segment seems to
fit the use of Fits.Me probably better than a conventional retailer, trying to sell in
bulk This approach enables consumers to view themselves virtually, wearing the
respective self-generated piece of clothing. In this respect, fitting enabling
technologies could additionally generate a customized sizing framework within
the context of e-tailoring.

7.3. Conclusion
Fitting enabling technologies could serve apparel e-tail in a threefold manner.
They might benefit e-tailers’ profitability, consumers’ efficiency and could possibly
align countries’ sizing systems. While e-tailers predominantly solve time and
speed matters by integrating the technologies, the establishment of a size
infrastructure addresses other benefits such as allowing and easing international
comparing shopping. As a result, all benefits can be established alike.

Conditional to the success– according to this study– are dual gender use,
perceived ease of technology use and perceived usefulness. Inefficient
processes become far more efficient by mitigating risk and increasing satisfaction
for consumers. Retailers might benefit from an increase in conversion and a
decrease in returns. FETs try to turn intrinsic clothing criteria– fit and size– into
purchase criteria instead of leaving them return criteria. By allowing ‘virtual
physical examination’ through technology, major perceived risk could be
diminished and sales be enhanced.

The results indicate that FETs support the consumers in the apparel purchase
process. This is by decreasing risk through providing intrinsic product
information. As a consequence, the retailer enjoys a higher conversion and a
lower return rate. Furthermore, FETs provide the base for generating an
international sizing structure, therewith potentially solving fit and size
complications beyond retailers’, brands’ and national borders.

Fitting enabling technologies might benefit the apparel e-business by optimizing
the apparel online purchase process from consumers’ and retailers’ perspectives.
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8 Delimitations

The study faced major obstacles due to data inexistence, confidentiality reasons
and potential workload, hence, time issues. Plus, little prior research concerning
fitting enabling technologies existed and therefore the testing sequence of
methodological approach weighed rather heavily. In the following, limitations in
research will be elaborated on.

The study is introduced with some facts and figures relating to apparel e-
commerce. While these numbers are not supposed to be country-specific as
such, some are only referring to Germany, as other precise numbers could not
be found. Furthermore, four experts were providing substantial information of
retailers’ co-operations with virtual fitting technologies. Fits.Me results, however,
are entirely Internet-based and not gained via personal contact. The fact that no
informant for Fits.Me could be found, might have slightly affected the results. The
test examination was based on nine different people because the
retailers/technologies available could not be tested in the same manner.
Differences in gender and apparel items might lead to different outcomes and
inconsistency in comparison. The surveys were responded to by 17 (Fits.Me), 11
(UPcload) and 21 (Virtusize) people. The questions were slightly adapted
depending on the respective technology. Based on these differences, results
might have been influenced.

Future research

Having tried to prove that the consumers that do use virtual technologies are
actually able to benefit from them, it must further be researched why the amount
of users is relatively low despite of that. Even though e.g. ‘Nelly’s’ users cut down
on returns by 50 percent, very few– in relation– use it. Why is the system use so
low? Why do not more people make use of it yet? It has further been concluded
that Fits.Me with its 3D shape robot might serve the e-tailor segment even better.
The technology has, however, not been tested in that respect, yet. This could be
a future subject of research. As a result, the amount of test persons, informants
or experts was rather low. Even though all results were limited, the outcomes
were additionally confirmed throughout the thesis work, allowing to attest them
relative importance.
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Appendix a, apparel expert interviews.



Questions Mona Al-Shalaan, Design Intern, Givenchy, Paris
A What- in your opinion-
is most important when
designing/constructing a
garment?

Passform/Schnitt
Details/Verarbeitung
Stoffqualität Oberstoff
Futterstoff
Haptik des Soffes

B What- in your opinion-
does the customer care
most about?

Größe
Farbe/Muster
Passform/Schnitt
Details/Verarbeitung
Stoffqualität Oberstoff
Futterstoff
Haptik des Soffes
Pflegehinweis

C What do you have
consider when
describing/presenting
garments for an Online-
shop?

Artikelnummer
Größe
Länge
Farbe/Muster
Passform/Schnitt

D measure simple 5 Minuten
E measure complex 10-15 Minuten
F measure person 5-10 Minuten
G Which measurements
are most important for
the customer to know?

Größe
Brustumfang
Taillenumfang
Hüftumfang

H How can you best
describe a garment for a
customer?

Länge
Farbe/Muster
Passform/Schnitt

J Do you think that a
virtual fitting program
would stimulate
consumers to buy more?

Auf jedenfall. Manchmal verzichte ich auf den Kauf eines
Kleidungsstückes online, weil ich nicht sicher bin ob die
Passform gut ist. Gäbe es ein Program, dass die
Passform zeigt, wäre es viel sicherer, dass man keine
Fehleinkaeufe macht.

K Will virtual fitting
program will lead to less
returns?

Ja, siehe oben.

L Do you think that
virtual fitting programs-
will stimulate
sales/profitability?

Ja

M What kind of
garments would you
never buy online?

Jeans. Die muss man nämlich anprobieren. Viele Jeans
sehen einfach daneben aus. Das ist eins der wenigen
Kleidungsstücke, die perfekt sitzen müssen

N …and due to which
reasons?

s.o.

O which garments would
you still NOT buy
online?

Jeans und oder Anzüge.



Questions Amrit Assheuer, Pattern Directrice, Lala Berlin GmbH, Berlin
A What- in your opinion-
is most important when
designing/constructing a
garment?

Farbe/Muster
Passform/Schnitt
Details/Verarbeitung

B What- in your opinion-
does the customer care
most about?

Farbe/Muster
Stoffqualität Oberstoff
Haptik des Soffes

C What do you have
consider when
describing/presenting
garments for an Online-
shop?

Beschreibung des Stoffes; das er fotografiert ist wie man ihn
trägt; verschiedene Kombinationen mit anderen
Kleidungsstücken

D measure simple 10 min
E measure complex 30 min
F measure person 20 min
G Which measurements
are most important for
the customer to know?

(Top/Bottom) Längen

H How can you best
describe a garment for a
customer?

Größe
Länge
Farbe/Muster (eventuell)
Passform/Schnitt
Details/Verarbeitung
Stoffqualität Oberstoff
Haptik des Soffes
Pflegehinweis

J Do you think that a
virtual fitting program
would stimulate
consumers to buy more?

Kann mir nicht vorstellen wie das gehen soll.müssen sich
die Kunden selber messen.das geht nicht. Man kann sich
nicht selber messen. Kunden schaffen es noch nicht mal die
Hüfte richtig zu messen. Was ist dann mit allen anderen
Maßen. Wenn es geht, kommt es auf die Größe an.

K Do you think that a
virtual fitting program will
lead to less returns and
if yes, why?

Ja kann ich mir vorstellen. Man hat eine bessere
Vorstellung wie das Kleidungsstück an einem aussieht und
wird es eventuell erst garnicht bestellen.

L Will FETs stimulate
sales/profitability of
Online-shops?

Ja.

M What kind of
garments would you
never buy online?

Ich kaufe alles online.



Questions Ines Kühl, Production ready-to-wear, Lala Berlin GmbH,
Berlin

A What- in your opinion-
is most important when
designing/constructing a
garment?

Länge
Farbe/Muster
Passform/Schnitt
Details/Verarbeitung
Haptik des Stoffes
Pflegehinweis

B What- in your opinion-
does the customer care
most about?

Länge
Farbe/Muster
Passform/Schnitt
Details/Verarbeitung
Haptik des Stoffes
Pflegehinweis

C What do you have
consider when
describing/presenting
garments for an Online-
shop?

Masse
Farbe,
Ansicht
Details
Pflegehinweise

D measure simple Ca. 5 min
E measure complex Ca. 15 min.
F measure person Ca. 15 min
G Which measurements
are most important for
the customer to know?

Alles!! Bodyscanner!!!

H How can you best
describe a garment for a
customer?

Mehr Fotos, Video?

K Do you think that a
virtual fitting program will
lead to less returns and
if yes, why?

Nein, der normale Einkäufer hat keine Ahnung was ihnen
passed, zu kompliziert.

M What kind of
garments would you
never buy online?

 Alles was eng geschnitten ist..

N …and due to which
reasons?

Größe
Passform/Schnitt

O Given these virtual
fitting programs were
installed everywhere,
which garments would
you still NOT buy
online?

Trendsachen, neue Formen, muss es zuerst an mir sehen.



Questions Srisu Thinnarat, Production knit, Lala Berlin GmbH, berlin
A What- in your opinion-
is most important when
designing/constructing a
garment?

Farbe/Muster
Passform/Schnitt
Details/Verarbeitung
Stoffqualität

B What- in your opinion-
does the customer care
most about?

Größe
Farbe/Muster
Passform/Schnitt
Haptik des Stoffes
Pflegehinweis

C What do you have
consider when
describing/presenting
garments for an Online-
shop?

-klare Darstellung des Modells
-gute Beleuchtung und Warenpräsentation
(Vergrößerungsmöglichkeit-Lupe, 360 Grad Anzeige,
Detailfotos)
-detaillierte Beschreibung
-übersichtliche Informationen
-klare Preisgefüge

D measure simple ca. 2 Minuten
E measure complex ca.15 Minuten
F measure person ca. 5 Minuten
G Which measurements
are most important for
the customer to know?

Brustweite
Taillenweite
Hüftweite
Schulterbreite
Ärmellänge
Gesamtlänge vorn+hinten
(Kragenhöhe)

H How can you best
describe a garment for a
customer?

Artikelnummer/Artikelname
Größe
Länge
Farbe/Muster
Passform
Details

K Do you think that a
virtual fitting program will
lead to less returns and
if yes, why?

Ich denke nicht. Kunden können sich zwar besser
absichern vor dem Online-Kauf, aber wenn die Ware
ankommt, dann spielt immer noch das subjektive
Empfinden eine große Rolle.

L Will FETs stimulate
sales/profitability of
Online-shops?

Ja

M What kind of
garments would you
never buy online?

Hochzeitskleidung

N …and due to which
reasons?

Größe
Länge
Passform/Schnitt

O which garments would
you still NOT buy
online?

Hochzeitskleidung



Questions Lotta Winter, employee, Zalando e-tailer
A What- in your opinion-
is most important when
designing/constructing a
garment?

Passform / Schnitt,
Stoffqualität Oberstoff, Futterstoff

B What- in your opinion-
does the customer care
most about?

Passform/Schnitt,
Farbe/Muster

C What do you have to
consider when
describing/presenting
garments for an Online-
shop?

Richtige Maßangaben vor allem Länge, Materialangabe
inkl. Pflegehinweis,
möglichst genaue Farbwiedergabe in der Bildbearbeitung

G Which measurements
are most important for
the customer to know?

Länge, Weite, bei langen Ärmeln vor allem auch
Ärmellänge, Produktabhängig, wie z.B. Blazer ->
Schulterweite

H How can you best
describe a garment for a
customer?

Größe, Länge, Farbe/Muster, Stoffqualität Oberstoff,
Futterstoff, Details/Verarbeitung

J Do you think that a
virtual fitting program
would stimulate
consumers to buy more?

ich glaube nicht, dass das großartig was ändern würde.
auch in einer 3D Darstellung an einem Dummy kann der
Kunde auch nicht besser sehn, wie es ihm passen würde.
Vor allem sind die meisten Teile so schlecht verarbeitet,
dass  man froh ist nur in 2D zu arbeiten. Die meisten
Sachen werden abgesteckt, damit sie überhaupt
einigermaßen gut aussehen.

K Do you think that a
virtual fitting program will
lead to less returns and
if yes, why?

verglichen mit der vorherigen Antwort glaube ich
tatsächlich, dass vielleicht weniger Leute die Sachen
retournieren, allerdings wird wahrscheinlich von vornherein
dann weniger gekauft, wenn dem Kunden die realistische
Passform vorgeführt wird. Dies gilt natürlich in beiden
antworten für eher günstigere Bekleidung. bei
hochwertigeren Produkten, kann das sicher gut
funktionieren, aber auch dort gibt es auf Grund der
verschiedenen Herstellergrößen weltweit immer wieder
Probleme ein richtigen Dummy zu finden, der für alle
passen könnte.

L Will FETs stimulate
sales/profitability of
Online-shops?

ich persönlich glaube nicht, dass sich großartig viel ändern
würde.

M What kind of
garments would you
never buy online?

ich würde eigentlich alles online bestellen, solange ich es
kostenlos erhalte und zurücksenden kann.
ist dies nicht der fall würde ich nur Produkte kaufen mit
deren Herstellergrößen ich vertraut bin. allerdings könnte
ich mir nicht vorstellen Hosen/ Jeans und Jacken/Mäntel
online zu kaufen.

N …and due to which
reasons?

Passform/Schnitt



Appendix b, company informants interviews.



Eklöf, M., (2012)

Company Fashionisland.se

Name Mikael Eklöf

Job Position Administration/Distribution Service

how big is fashionisland.se in terms of

amount of products (average but including
different sizes/styles)?

We have about 60 pants with 14 sizes each

& about 150 t-shirts/shirts/sweaters with 4
sizes each (S-XL). ! 1440 pieces

how do you measure? Do you enter every

size or do you grade the sizes

automatically according to your internal
system? (or do you receive the

measurements yourself)

We measure all our products according to

the instructions from ‘Virtusize’.

how long does it take to measure one

simple garment?

2-3 minutes.

how long does it take to measure one

complex garment?

4-5 minutes.

how much time to you spend on feeding

the system/week?

Depends on how many products we

receive. Average 1-1,5 hours/week.

when did you first launch Virtusize? Fall 2011

how long have you tested Virtusize? Since fall 2011.

how long did it take to integrate the

software?

A couple of weeks.

so far, are you satisfied with Virtusize? Yes.

what do you think could be added or

adjusted in order to make it even better?

Nothing at this time.

how is the cooperation between
fashionisland.se and Virtusize?

Good.

could you give some personal (and if

existing also customer) feedback on the

entire software and its appliance!

It is a groundbreaking step to help

customers become more comfortable with

purchasing clothes online.

what was the most apparent reason to use

Virtusize in the first place?

One of the biggest problems with (selling)

clothes online is that people aren’t sure

about which sizes to get. This is a great
tool that in time will eradicate that problem.

Poralla, S., (2012)

“Upcload is online since a couple of months at Berlin-based label ‘workaholic’. We are
also integrated at the Humboldt-Store (University) and will continue to integrate the

program with other stores during the next weeks. On top of that we will expand our test

phase in the United States with ‘The North Face’. From the beta-phase with these

partners we already gained valuable results: the conversion rate can be increased by
20% when using Upcload. Plus, 95% of the users successfully run through the process

and 80% of which describe the process to be an ‘experience’. We hope to prove these

figures on bigger cases as well. In summer we will launch the program at one of the
biggest online retailers, however, are not allowed to publish the name yet.” The idea of

the program is based on the fact that the founders, Sebastian Schulze and Asaf Moses

had to return garments online due to bad fit. Upcload was founded in December 2010.” -
UPcload



Kamenz, C., (2012)

“Gerne würden wir dir weiterhelfen, allerdings können wir nicht wirklich
eine verlässliche Aussage zu deinen Fragen treffen. Wir selbst haben keinen Zugriff auf

die Daten, wissen also nicht, wer die Vermessung durchführt und mit welchem Ergebnis.

Auch zur Häufigkeit der Nutzung können wir nichts sagen.

Gerne senden wir dir den Kontakt der UPcload Jungs, falls du diesen nicht
bereits hast. Sie können dir eventuell mit konkreteren Angaben weiterhelfen. Was wir dir

mitteilen können ist, dass auf unserer Website derzeit ca. 40

Styles mit UPcload testbar sind. Dabei handelt es sich vorwiegend um T-Shirts und
Viskose Shirts.” - workaholic

Tunhammar, G., (2012)
Company: Virtusize

Job Position: Co-Founder

Name: Gustaf Tunnhammar

-what was the most apparent reason to develop Virtusize in the first place?

“Virtusize was developed from a personal need to get a better understanding of size and

fit for clothes sold online. Time after another I bought clothes that didn’t fit as expected,
either too tight, too loose or too short.”

-what do companies have to fulfill in order to integrate Virtusize? …in terms of financials,

operations, time, knowledge etc. (hard skills, soft skills)
“The technical integration is in nearly all cases very quick and simple. We have 2 clients

who made the entire installation in less than 3 minutes. The more tricky part is to provide

the necessary garment measurements. For nelly.com who was already measuring

garments before they decided to launch Virtusize this was not a big transition but for
retailers who don’t yet measure their garments this is often seen as a hurdle for brands

with a webshop of their own.”

-have you only launched it in Sweden yet?
“We are only live at webshops based in Sweden but have quite advanced dialogues with

both UK and German retailers.”

-how about going international? If, where? What is it dependent on?

“We are definitely going international. We start out with Germany and UK but we are
also going for our first sales trip to USA in early May. The only thing holding us back are

internationalisation of the application and a few improvements we first want to release.”

-how much does it cost to implement the entire system?
“See attached pricing document.”

-how much does it cost/item? (I understood that you pay Virtusize a % of sales?)

not any longer
-how long does it take for Virtusize to enter the given measurements? (time from

receiving measurements until customer can use it online)

“The measurements are uploaded automatically from the webshops. The web shops

provide us with the measurements either via an admin or by sending them electronically
in a certain format.”

-how do customers/employees react to it? Is it a difficult procedure or not?

“For those who weren’t measuring before it’s a transition but for those who were, it is no
change at all.”



-how do you deal with different fabrics? Only measurements are taken into account I

believe?
“Correct, at the moment we only take the measurements into account. We encourage

our users to compare similar garments of similar fabrics in order to get the best view of

size and fit.”

-what makes your program different from using e.g. avatars?
“The main difference is that all types of retailers can use Virtusize. The current avatar

solutions like Fits.me and MeTail need a lot of information and processing of each

garment. For a retailer like nelly who receives up to 50 new garments per day this is not
an option. Likewise for a small retailer wit a tight budget the avatar solutions is not an

option. Another important difference is that Virtusize can display quite small differences

in a good way. +- 2 centimetres on an avatar is very hard to perceieve.”
-what about international grading/sizing differences? Any problems?

“No, since we are entirely based on measurements different sizing standards are not a

problem.”

-assuming a small German retailer would be interested in implementing Virtusize, would
it need to fulfill, how does the procedure go, how long does it take?

“We are currently in discussions with both large and small German retailers. As soon as

we have our German version ready we will launch. They need to input our javascript on
their product pages and input the measurements for the garments they want to run

Virtusize on.”

-how is the feedback so far?
“Very positive among our registered users!”

-any future plans yet?

“Yes, we want to be become the global standard for size and fit!”

Among our registered users the size and fit related return rate is between 5-7%. In
December the return rate at nelly.com was 50% lower for the customers who used

Virtusize. 20% of customers who use Virtusize (creates at least one garment) end up

buying.



Appendix c, online survey results.



Fits.Me Skills PEOU PE PU P-PE

I am skilled, using web technologies.

I am able to follow given instructions.

I am skilled, taking measurements.

I am able to measure myself correctly.

Learning to use this technology would be easy for me.

My interaction with this technology is clear.

It would be easy for me to become skillful at using this technology.

I find this technology easy to use.

I found my utilization interesting.

I found my utilization enjoyable.

I found my utilization exciting.

I found my utilization fun.

Using the technology improved my shopping performance.

Using the technology increased my shopping effectiveness.

Using the technology decreased my perceived risk.

I find using the technology useful.

I am satisfied with the result.

I will use the technology again.

Using the technology helped my in my purchase decision.

I will recommend the technology.

3/4

2

3

3

4



UPcload Skills PEOU PE PU P-PE

I am skilled, using web technologies.

I am able to follow given instructions.

Learning to use this technology would be easy for me.

My interaction with this technology is clear.

It would be easy for me to become skillful at using this technology.

I find this technology easy to use.

I found my utilization interesting.

I found my utilization enjoyable.

I found my utilization exciting.

I found my utilization fun.

Using the technology improved my shopping performance.

Using the technology increased my shopping effectiveness.

Using the technology decreased my perceived risk.

I find using the technology useful.

I am satisfied with the result.

I will use the technology again.

Using the technology helped my in my purchase decision.

I will recommend the technology. 

2

2/3

2/3

2/3

2



Virtusize Skills PEOU PE PU P-PE

I am skilled, using web technologies.

I am able to follow given instructions.

I am skilled, taking measurements.

I am able to measure garments correctly.

Learning to use this technology would be easy for me.

My interaction with this technology is clear.

It would be easy for me to become skillful at using this technology.

I find this technology easy to use.

I found my utilization interesting.

I found my utilization enjoyable.

I found my utilization exciting.

I found my utilization fun.

Using the technology improved my shopping performance.

Using the technology increased my shopping effectiveness.

Using the technology decreased my perceived risk.

I find using the technology useful.

I am satisfied with the result.

I will use the technology again.

Using the technology helped my in my purchase decision.

I will recommend the technology.

1/2

2

2

1/2

1/2



Appendix d, consumer behavior survey results.
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